SIT Alemira
D

igital Ecosystem for Education and Research

What is SIT Alemira?
SIT Alemira is a complete digital ecosystem for universities, research facilities, bootcamps, and corporate education. Our unique
Active Learning ecosystem features an AI-powered learning and authoring platform, data-driven collaborative research and
modeling tools, active educational content from world-class scientists, and organizational transformation consulting services.
Active Learning boosts performance in science, technology, engineering, and maths by 18% and increases course completion
1
rates by 55%.
Go beyond digitizing educational content and provide engaging, interactive, high-quality learning. Enrich your education or
research through personalization, enhanced tutoring, interactivity, and learning by doing.

Alemira features
Engage the learner and transform the experience from passive to active learning.

Active Content
Break free from static content and experiment in a
whole new way with Active Blocks, Models, Labs,
and Assessments. Bring activity and engagement
to learning and research.

Time scale
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Active Improvement

Active Practice

Leverage real-time data collection and AI agent
simulation to automatically adjust course and
exercises to the learner.

Ensure hands-on practice through our Active Lab or
Active Practicum. Introduce new concepts via
problem-solving and get better retention. Leverage
analytics to calibrate the course difficulty.

ey! It looks like this mini course

on Self-Driving might help you

to understand the topic better.
H

I’ll take a look! Thanks

reeman S., and Sarah L. Eddy, Miles McDonough, Michelle K. Smith, Nnadozie Okoroafor, Hannah Jordt, Mary Pat Wenderoth. “Active learning boosts performance in STEM
courses.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol.111, no. 23, June 2014, pp. 8410-8415, doi:10.1073/pnas.1319030111. Full article here.
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Digital Ecosystem for Education and Research

Active Authoring

Active Collaboration

Achieve 100x reduction in authoring costs. Speed up
content production with synthesized virtual instructor
Active Avatar to explain new concepts. Tap into
pre-created templates or customize existing materials
in Active Atelier. Enact learner participation scenes in
Active Theatre.

Benefit from cutting-edge collaboration tools,
specifically tailored for research processes. Use data
aggregation, material design domain, visualization
tools, and AI models to achieve productive
collaboration in a digital environment.


Applications of Quantum Mechanics
Niels Bohr used quantum mechanics to describe which element?
Hydrogen
Zinc
Helium
Carbon
Add New Component

Discussion

HTML

Problem

Video

Explore our professional services
Consulting

Tackle your educational or business
enterprise’s learning, people, and process
management issues with expert guidance
from SIT Alemira. We’ll help you
futureproof your digital infrastructure and
create a next-gen learning environment,
that is active, adaptive and collaborative.

Deployment, Integration, 

and Customization

Content from world-class
scientists

Get your OPM up and running in no time.

Tap into the world’s brightest minds,
including the 2010 Nobel Laureate in
Physics and the global tech experts from
the National University of Singapore,
Harvard, Geneva, and Cargegie-Mellon.

With a customized fully-integrated
solution, you can launch
career-transforming Active Learning
experiences and attract top students,
researchers, and employees from across
the globe.

Brands who trust us
“SIT Alemira’s Virtual Lab helps us to

better train the Acronis global ecosystem.
It enables us to provide real use cases
and live scenarios and scale significantly
the number of partners we onboard.”
Righter Kunkel,

Head of Acronis #CyberFit Academy

alemira.com
Request more info

“SIT Alemira’s Coding Lab helps us

provide both very interactive and scalable
online training to all our students globally.”
Laurent Meyer,

CEO of Propulsion Academy
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Alemira Labs
D

igital deliberate practice makes perfect

What is Alemira Labs?
Access a tech-savvy means of practicing new knowledge and skills. SIT Alemira custom creates virtual learning environments to help
you achieve the desired training goals in no time. The delivered labs encourage deliberate practice through exercises, are open to
experiments, and automatically generate real-world responses to your in-lab actions.

Why choose Alemira Labs?
• Discover true scalability through automatic assessment and
grading and bring Active Practice to an unlimited number of
students.

• Collect learner’s behavior data in real-time and streamline
adjustments to both instruction and assessment through
Active Improvement. in the Python Language

• Enable machine learning and AI-driven intelligent tutor
systems (ITS) that provide real-time feedback to the learner,
suggesting actions to improve learning.

• Customize virtual labs to your and your students’ needs and
fit Active Practice around a new or existing course.

Pick your lab and start learning by doing
Lab

Instructors

Students

Click-through Lab




Spend only as much time recording the lab as it
takes to complete the demonstration. Leverage
top-tier lab authoring tools and roll out a highly
engaging demo in no time.

Learn new software in almost the same amount
of time needed to perform an already familiar
task.


Coding Lab




Put your students’ skills to test and teach
through human-AI interaction.



Discover a live coding environment, where the
program’s output updates as you type. Try out
new techniques, observe the system’s reaction,
and cement your learning of new scripts.
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evOps Lab




Simulation Lab




Automate software delivery and enjoy seamless
integration with popular open-source and
third-party tools across the entire DevOps
workflow.
o beyond showing a system snapshot or
transition. Expose controls to your students and
build a true understanding of the topic.

G

ain firsthand experience in a secure,
sandboxed environment and deliver
higher-quality software in record time.

G

Experiment with the system’s properties and
parameters and observe how the system moves
through the phase space.


Why Alemira Labs?
Active
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